
 

THE GARDEN IGLOO 360 DOME with FULL CLEAR pvc WEATHERPROOF COVER 

ABOUT US / PRICING / WARRANTY / DESIGN SPEC  

Welcome to The Garden Igloo www.thegardenigloo.co.uk  

The Garden Igloo / Dining Dome is a unique sector of Taylor Ford Designs www.tayorforddesigns.com who are an 

innovative Design / Installation / Build company based in Berkshire. Taylor Ford portfolio, includes various high, 

commercial and residential projects. Commissions, include Royal Ascot Racecourse & The Royal Enclosure / 

Mercedes Benz / Kia Motor Group, to name a few. 

The Garden Igloo / Dining Dome was introduced and brought out to play in 2017 and since that time, it has become 

quite a talking point, at Parties, Events, Bars, Festivals and those (in trend) Restaurants that usually erect them in 

the winter months (Nov to April) to maximise their business seating / dining options as well as increase their overall 

footfall and higher sales forecasts. Of course, they’ve also been purchased by various individuals of all ages, who 

enjoy them in their gardens, for their children, or their yoga, their relaxation, in their offices. In short anywhere! 

IGLOO / DOME price…  

1 x Garden Igloo £950.00 plus VAT per Igloo / Dome (Inc delivery) 

5 or More Garden Igloo £900.00 plus VAT per Igloo / Dome (Inc delivery) 

INSTALLATION package options… (Although they are easy to erect within 1.5 - 2 hours, if you prefer)  

Bronze Installation: From £150.00 – Standard Set Up within 1.5 - 2 hours at your Home or Office or Event 

Silver Installation: From £300.00 – Includes Quality Artificial Grass Carpet Flooring Fitted 

Gold Installation: From £500.00 – Includes Raised Treated Wood or Composite Flooring with an Artificial Grass 

Carpet Fitted and a Complimentary Artificial Grass Deckchair (Deckchair RRP £105.00) 

Product Designed by The Garden Bee China / Product ID: IG/DO 2018 / FREE Standard 3-5 Day UK Delivery  

     

Garden Igloo in the Snow   Your Event Party Piece             A Fabulous Outside Dining Option 

http://www.thegardenigloo.co.uk/
http://www.tayorforddesigns.com/


You'll LOVE it because...  

The unique Garden Igloo is a multi-purpose portable dome shaped structure that can transform your outside area 

and can be used as a stylish conservatory, gazebo, greenhouse, play area, storage space or hot tub cover. As seen @ 

The Gadget Show, The Landscape Show 2018, The Ascot Spring Garden Show 2018 and More 

The Garden Igloo / Dome is sure to be a talking point at your next event and within your home or business. Our Igloo 

/ Domes can be used in both winter and summer allowing you to create your own snug haven and enjoy being 

outside all year! (please note that we recommend you do not leave the cover on your igloo in “extreme” gale force 

conditions, but otherwise it can be left outside ALL year round) 

Perfect as an outside entertainment area, to which our FABULOUS Igloo / Domes are a quirky alternative to a costly 

conservatory. When assembled the Garden Igloo / Dome offers a 360° window on the world. Aside from looking 

fabulous and providing an amazing view from within, the Igloo / Dome gently retains heat on cool summer evenings 

making it a perfect retreat. When the British summer does reward us with an occasional scorcher and the internal 

temperature proves a little warm during the heat of the day, simply open the two zip windows and door for a cooling 

self-ventilating breeze. In the winter, the dome retains the heat and is the ideal cosy retreat or protective quarters 

for your potted plants. Yes, an electric fan heater can add additional warmth throughout, should you desire. 

FEATURES & BENEFITS… 

Building is easy without tools, with an easy diagrammed connector system and they are of course designed Rust and 

Rot Free, made with high-quality, non-corrosive recyclable materials. 

Windproof up to 62km/h, water resistant and snow proof. (Please note that in weather conditions such as extreme 

gale force winds or storms, we recommend you remove the cover to prevent tearing as The GARDEN Igloo / The 

DINING Dome cannot be held accountable for any damage in these conditions. 

Portable and easy to move even when assembled 

Stable and Resilient Frame made from White Polyvinyl 

No Foundation Necessary - simply anchor it with the anchoring system provided 

Cover: Transparent PVC / Window Vents: 2 

Specifications: Diameter: 3.6m / Base area: 10m2 / Entrance: h 180cm x w 70cm / Max height: 220cm 

THE WARRANTY 

The warranty covers manufacturing faults / defects only and NOT misuse or damages arising from adverse weather 

conditions, cigarette burns, naked flames, sharp instruments, corrosive substances or nails etc. The Warranty, is only 

valid when we Taylor Ford Ltd, are advised within the first 7 days of any fault, from the date of supply. 

Faults on design, material, fitting elements, must be reported and photographs sent within the first 7 days after 

purchase. Any fault supplied after the first 7 days of purchase, will be deemed NOT under warranty, as of course, if 

there has been any “Foul Play” or mis use, then we Taylor Ford Ltd, cannot be held responsible. 

It is therefore essential, that your RETURN the Igloo back to Taylor Ford Ltd, should you wish to have either, of the 

following considered: 

1. Refunds – This will only be considered once photographs have been supplied and submitted back to us, 

within the first 7 days of your problem being reported. Thereafter, we Taylor Ford Ltd cannot and will not be 

held liable or accountable, for any associated claim and or potential misuse of the Igloo / Dome, whilst in 

your hands.  



2. If there are any disputes concerning your Igloo / Dome purchase, we can and will offer the following options 

to resolve the issue as quickly as possible and at our earliest convenience.  

(A) Once a complaint has been submitted (via email) we will respond and advise what can be resolved. 

Sometimes, the issue you might have could be a simple and easy step to fix, adjust and or some advice 

to help you get the most from your Igloo / Dome, is all that is required. We can ONLY offer to do this, 

once photographic or video evidence of your complaint, has been supplied to us via email or via our 

mobile number (Using Watts App) – Please note our contact details below. 

(B) Once we are in receipt of your complaint / issue, we will then offer to replace the said item (if we have in 

stock, you’ll receive within 7 working days) If we don’t have any Igloo / Domes in stock, we will of course 

need to supply your images to the manufacturers for the issue to be resolved and only then will a new or 

additional item (poles, fixing slots, PVC cover) be replaced. This can sometimes take up to 14 days to be 

supplied, direct from the manufacturer. 

(C) We do NOT offer refunds on any of the Igloo / Domes that we supply, due to the nature of the product 

and the associated use or mis use during installation and or during use age 

3. The WARRANTY is therefore, subject to the manufacturer’s discretion and final decision. If you wish to 

contact the manufacturer, they can be contacted at gardenbee-int.list@zhao.net (Please supply images and 

a full description of your complaint, as without images / video, nothing will be considered) OR of course we 

feel it’s best to contact us The Garden Igloo initially via email - hello@thegardenigloo.co.uk to which we will 

support you fully and as quickly as possible, so that you can continue and enjoy to use your Igloo / Dome for 

the purpose and enjoyment, it was intended. 

Please note; if your Igloo / Dome is going to be used in a non-domestic environment, we can supply an additional 

robust cover available subject to your location & purpose of use - please call us on 07384 658075 or 07470 414625 

for further information and prices from £320.00, if you feel this might be an option you’d like to consider. 

The Garden / Dome Includes: standard frame, full PVC cover, anchorage kit (can be used on Grass Turf, Artificial 

Grass or a Solid Tiled or Wooden / Composite Decking areas) and a simple page by page assembly document. There 

is also a neat mini-sandbag system ring in the base which offers additional peace of mind if you want to keep your 

Garden Igloo / Dome up year-round or indeed if you'd rather not use the anchoring kit to fix. 

 

ASSEMBLY – 1 Person = 2 hours & 2 People = approximately 1.5 hours to erect (but thoroughly worth it : )  

     

HOW TO ORDER 

Just pick up the phone and dial 07384 658075 or 07470 414625 or email through your order / enquiry to 

hello@thegardenigloo.co.uk Our Igloo / Domes RRP is £950.00 plus VAT or should you wish to SAVE £125.00, we 

always offer our Igloo / Domes for just £825.00 plus VAT to those who pay the initial £225.00 plus VAT (per Igloo / 

Dome) reservation deposit, securing your order/s. If we have Igloo / Domes in stock, you can expect to receive your 

new purchase within 5 working days. If, however we don’t have any stock (seasonal high purchase periods) you’ll 

receive your Igloo / Dome usually within 30 days from your confirmed deposit / order from us.  

mailto:gardenbee-int.list@zhao.net
mailto:hello@thegardenigloo.co.uk
mailto:hello@thegardenigloo.co.uk


Oh and we www.thegardenigloo.co.uk prefer NOT to hire out our Igloo / Domes, due to the fact that they could 

become damaged and if so the cost to repair is priced fully at £825.00 plus VAT to replace. Should your Event / 

Company be interested in hiring our Igloo / Domes, then please contact us via email hello@thegardenigloo.co.uk and 

we can advise, subject to seasonal time lines hire payments procured from you in advance. Thank you  

 

FAQ… 

What is the life span of the transparent cover? 

Under proper conditions, the transparent cover has a life span of min. 3 years. Protecting it against excessive UV 

exposure and keeping it clean before storing will increase the life span of the cover. 

What is the UV – heat resistance of Garden Igloo? 

Garden Igloo’s structure is stable between temperatures ranging from -20°C to +60°C and withstands exposure to 

sunlight of up to UV index 5. 

How can I store the winter garden cover at the end of the season? 

First clean the cover from both inside and outside with a microfiber cloth. Then fold it properly from inside out. Put it 

in a box / large bag and store it at room temperature (Garage / Loft Cupboard) for the next season. 

How can I clean the transparent cover of my Garden Igloo? 

Most surface dirt will be washed off with the rain. However, to keep it looking fabulous, its easy to clean the 

transparent cover with a moist microfiber cloth. Do not machine-wash, bleach, tumble dry, iron, dry-clean. 

Is it waterproof? 

Yes, there are no holes, attachments, stitches that can cause leaking. However, like in the moist conditions of a 

greenhouse, moisture can condense on the inside surface and cause moisture dripping. 

How do I order spare parts or additional information if required? 

First please identify The Garden Igloo / The Dining Dome you have. Each product has a unique ID number inside the 

covers label. Then please contact our customer service team via email hello@thegardenigloo.co.uk stating the ID 

number and the part you need, along with the buyer’s name and details. Please also take photographs as this will 

help us to process your requests ASAP. 

 

 

 

 

The Garden Igloo / The Dining Dome: TAA House 635 Bath Road Taplow Berkshire SL1 6AE (VAT No 292 3714 91) 
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